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The paper considers some properties of vortex lattices containing one vortex per lattice cell. 
Their kinematics is studied and their energy and momentum are calculated. It is shown that 
in superfluid helium inside a rotating cylinder a triangular lattice is energetically the most 
favorable of all simple lattices. The problem is equivalent to that of determining the distribu
tion of screw dislocations in a single crystal under torsion. 

1. IN this paper we consider some of the proper
ties of simple vortex lattices which may possibly 
be realized in rotating superfluid helium. It is 
well known that the flow of the superfluid compo
nent of the helium is everywhere irrotational ex
cept for vortex lines; the circulation around these 
is quantized. [il In stationary rotation a system of 
parallel vortices must rotate as a rigid structure. 
This puts a severe restriction on the possible con
figurations of vortices, but nevertheless a com
plete description seems hardly possible. We shall 
confine ourselves to the case of vortex lattices, in 
particular to simple lattices which contain only one 
vortex per unit cell. 

2. We define a complex coordinate z in the 
plane at right angles to the vortices. We may as
sume without loss of generality that there is a 
vortex at z = 0. The coordinates of the other vor
tices will then be Zmn = 2mw1 + 2nw2, where m 
and n are arbitrary integers and w1 and w2 are 
the half-periods of the lattice, and T = wtfw2 must 
not be a real number. Lattices which differ from 
each other by a rotation in the plane or by a scale 
factor will be regarded as equivalent, and it is 
convenient to characterize them by the value of T. 

The choice of periods for any given lattice is not 
unique, and different T may correspond to the 
same lattice. 

We choose in the complex T plane a region D0 

defined by the conditions 

Im T > 0 - 1/2 < Re "t < 1/2, 1-rl > 1. 

For any simple lattice the half-periods w1 and 
w2 may be chosen in such a way[Zl that T = w2fw1 

will lie within the region D0 or on its edge. In 
particular for a rectangular lattice Re T = 0, for a 
square lattice T = i, for the triangular lattice 
T = e7ri/3 and T = e21ri/3. Two points T1 and T2 on 

the boundary of the region D0 for which 

belong to the same lattice. We denote by D the set 
of points which consists of the region D0 and that 
part of its boundary for which Re ~ 0. (The set D 
has the structure of a complex manifold which is 
homomorphic with a real two-dimensional sphere 
s2.) There is a one-to-one correspondence between 
lattices (apart from orientation and scale) and the 
points of the set D. We shall always assume T 

E.: D. 
3. It turns out that all simple lattices can un

dergo rigid rotation (cf. [ 31 ). To prove this state
ment we consider the velocity of a fluid. We rep
resent the velocity by a complex quantity v(z) 
whose magnitude and direction in the complex 
plane give the magnitude and direction of the fluid 
velocity at z. Because of the irrotational nature of 
the flow, the complex conjugate to v(z) must be an 
analytic function[ 41 , which has simple poles at the 
points Zmn where there are vortices, with identi
cal residues, equal to the strength of the vortices; 
the function has no other singularities in the finite 
plane (it is meromorphic). 

Functions of this kind whose poles form a regu
lar lattice have been studied extensively. Any one 
of them can, apart from a factor, be written in the 
form t(z) + f(z). Here f(z) is any entire function 
and t(z) is the zeta function of Weierstrass: 

,...( . } _ 1 _ gz(rol, ro2) 3 _ ga(wl, ro2) 5 
"' z, rol, ro2 - z- 60 z 140 z ... ' (1) 

where ~(wi> w2) and g3(w1> w2) are functions of w1 
and w2 (the so-called modular forms). For the 
square lattice (T = i) g2 * 0, .g3 = 0, whereas for 
the triangular lattice ( T = e 7rl 13 ) g2 = 0, g3 * 0. The 
velocity field in the liquid is given by v("?;) = i(t(z) 
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+ f(z)) where the bar denotes the complex conju
gate. 

The zeta function of Weierstrass has the fol
lowing properties which are sufficient to prove the 
statement at the beginning of this section: [ 5l 

s(z + 2mw1) = ~(z) + 2m~(w!), 
~(z + 2nwz) = ~(z) + 2n~(wz), 
Wz~ {w1) - W1~ ( wz) = ni I 2. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

These properties evidently also hold for the func
tion 

~o(z) = ~(z) + az (5) 

with arbitrary a ( az is an entire function). 
The velocity of a vortex is defined as the flow 

velocity at the location of the vortex in the ab
sence of the latter. If the vortex at z = 0 is at 
rest, then the complex velocity of the vortex at 
Zmn under a flow described by t 0(z) is 

Vmn = 2im~o(wi) + 2in~0 (w2 ). (6) 

Choose a in such a way that 

~o(wi) = ~(wi) + aw1 = Q~1 , 

Q = 'Jt I 4 Im ( w1wz). 

(Different lattices will have different a.) It then 
follows from ( 4) that 

~o(wz) = ~(ulz) + awz = Qwz. 

Inserting (7) and (9) in (6) we have 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Then the energy EK of a certain region K of the 
lattice is 

1 r . 
EK = -i ,) lv,.+ LQzl 2 dS = EKr+ QMK- QMKo +EKo, 

K 

where we have used the symbols 

EKr = ~ S lvrl 2 dS, 
K 

MKo = Q <\ lzl 2 dS, 
K 

Mx = Re .\ z~0 (z)dS, 
K 

Q2 
EKQ =- r lzl 2 dS. 2 ,) 

K 

( 13) 

The last two terms in (13) do not depend on the 
nature of the lattice. Hence 

(E- MQ)x = Exr + const, 

and we have to find the minimum of EKr· In a 
rotating reference frame the velocity vr(z) is a 
doubly periodic function. The energy EKr is 
therefore for large regions proportional to the 
area of the region K. For its determination it is 
therefore sufficient to find the value of ERr• where 
R is any unit cell. It is obvious that the value of 
ERr does not depend on the choice of the cell. 

5. The energy and angular momentum per cell 
can be calculated in closed form. It is convenient 
to choose as an elementary cell the parallelogram 
with corners at ± w1, ± w2• To determine the en
ergy (Appendix I) we must consider the expres
sion for the complex velocity potential 

Q>(z) = s so(z)dz 

Vmn = iQ (2mw1 + 2nwz), (10) on the sides of the parallelogram, and expand its 

i.e., the vortex system rotates rigidly with angu
lar velocity Q. 

The vortex density n = 1/4 Im(w1 w2) and the 
angular velocity Q are connected by Feynman's 
relation[ 1l 

rn = 2Q; (11) 

r is the vortex strength. 
The quantity a turns out to be zero for the 

square and triangular lattices. 
4. Not all simple lattices are equivalent. Their 

energy E and angular momentum M depend on T. 

The energetically most favorable lattice will have 
the least value of E- QM. [ Sl We shall calculate 
the energy and angular momentum of the general 
simple lattice and then select the one with the 
least value of E - QM. 

Let 

v,.(z) = v(z) - iQz = i(~o(z) - Qz). ( 12) 

transcendental part in a Fourier series. We can 
then calculate the energy from the usual formula 

ER = J- ~ Re <D d(Im <D)-·~ ~ Re <D d(Im <D). 
R e 

The contour in the first integral is the boundary of 
the region R and in the second it is the circle 
I z I =£ (£ is the cut-off radius). We obtain finally 

ER= n21+l'tl2+ n2y(1+-1-)-nln 'JtE 

24 y 12 l'tl 2 2Jw1wzJ'f, 

-~In 2! 81'(0, -r)8/ ( 0, - ~ )!. (14) 
3 . 't 

Here T = x + iy and 8f(u, T) is the derivative of 
the theta function with respect to the first argu
ment. 

The angular momentum M R is obtained from 
the function 

G(z) = S z~o(z)dz, 
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whose transcendental part is also expanded in a 
Fourier series (Appendix II). The result is 

l't2 [ 1 + IT 12 ( 1 ) J QMR = 112 y + y 1 +Tt"f2 . (15) 

The calculation of ERQ and M RQ is elementary: 

(16) 

From these expressions one finds easily 

ERr= -llln 2 lro::21 ,1,-; ln21 St'(O, -r)St' ( 0, -!)I 
(17) 

For the numerical evaluation it is convenient to 
make use of the Euler identity 

[ e '(O I ) J't 00 00 1
2 ./ '=II (1 -q2h)= ~ (- 1)hq3h'+k. 

q k=l -oo 

Assuming the area of the elementary cell SR = 1 
and tan ¢ = y I x, 

ERr=-llln2l'ts- ;lnsincp+ ~~y(1+ l:l 2) 

+oo +oo 
-lllnl ~. (-1)kq3k'+hll ~ (-1)kq13k'+kl· 

-oo -oo 

(18) 

It is now easy to compute the energy ERr for the 
square lattice ( -4.117- 1r ln £) and for the tri
angular lattice (-4.150 -1rln £). 

We now discuss the question of the minimum 
value of ERr· Obviously at the minimum its first 
derivative must vanish. The derivative is 

= - 2i [arol'ro2- Q Re ( ro1ro2) ]. 

We make use of the differential equation of the 
theta function[ 7• Sl 

and the relation 
1t2 St'"(Oiq) 

~(rot; rot, ro2)=- 12rot 8/(0iq) 

ll2 1 - 33q2 + 53q6 ..• 

12rot 1 - 3q2 + 5q6. . • · 

Thus the radial derivative is 

fJERr/Bln 1-rl= -21m (aro1ro2), 

and the angular derivative 

fJERrf fJcp = -2 Re (aro1ro2). 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

We see that for a minimum it is necessary that 
a = 0. It is easy to derive from (7) and (21) that a 
can vanish only for T = i and T = ei1r 13 , which cor
responds to the square and triangular lattices. At 
T = i there is a saddle point and at T = ei1r / 3 a 
minimum. 

This proves that the triangular lattice is ener
getically more favorable than others. This does 
not, however, prove that the triangular lattice will 
be found in reality. This would follow only if one 
could prove that it represents the absolute mini
mum of the quantity E - QM compared to all other 
configurations of vortices. At present even the 
stability of the triangular lattice (1) has not been 
proved. On the other hand the proof of the insta
bility (for small disturbances) of the square lat
tice is relatively easy. 

7. The problem discussed above is equivalent 
to a problem in the continuum theory of disloca
tions, i.e., the problem of the position of parallel 
screw dislocations in a twisted single crystal. In
deed the stress field of a screw dislocation is de
termined by giving the shear stress in the plane 
at right angles to the dislocations, and this is de
termined by a vector within that plane. [9l Intro
ducing a complex coordinate z in the plane and a 
complex stress p (the analog of the complex ve
locity) for one dislocation at zk, we may write 

Pk(z) = ibr I (z- z,.). 

Here b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector 
which characterizes the dislocation, r is the dis
placement. We shall assume b = 1 and r = 1. For 
several dislocations the stresses Pk(z) are super
imposed. The torsion of the crystal requires the 
addition of a stress field p0(z) = i yz. The force 
acting on a dislocation is proportional to the stress 
at its location in the absence of the dislocation it
self. 

The analogy between the vortices in the rotating 
system of reference and the dislocations in the 
single crystal under torsion turns out to be com
plete: the velocity Vr(z) corresponds to the total 
stress p(z), the integral %j lvr 12 dS corresponds 
to the deformation energy 1/ 2 J IP 12 dS and the 
angular velocity to the quantity y . 

The similar problem concerning the behavior 
of vortices in a superconductor of type 2 in a mag
netic field is, however, not equivalent to the one we 
have discussed. The most important difference is 
the finite penetration depth A for the field of the 
vortex. Even if A is much greater than the typi
cal distance between vortices the force acting on a 
single vortex in the lattice due to all other vortices 
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vanishes while in the case of the vortices in the 
liquid for which A. :o oo, the corresponding expres
sion diverges. Nevertheless for the superconduc
tor the triangular lattice is also energetically 
more favorable than the square one. [ 10 • 11 J 
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APPENDIX I 

CALCULATION OF THE ENERGY OF A UNIT 
CELL 

We choose the unit cell as the parallelogram 
with the corners ± w1, ± w2• The expansion of 
t 0(z) at the origin along the w1 axis may be writ
ten:[7J 

Q;t n nz 2n ...Q q2n nnz 
~o(z)=-z+-. -cot--+- Li 2 sin--. 

Wt 2Wt 2Wt Wt n=t 1 - q n W1 

One easily finds a similar expansion for 
t 0(z + w1) in the w2 direction: 

(1.1) 

Qwz _ 2n 'V qt"' nnz 
~0 (z + Wt) = -z + Qwt +- LJ 1 2 sin-. (1.2) 

wz W2 - qt n wz 

Consider now the potential 

<D(z) = S ~o(z)dz. 
It is given by the expression[ 5J 

Qw1 z2 ( :rtz ) <D(z)=---+ln8t - -t-Co. 
Wt 2 2wt 

Here 01 is the theta function. The constant C0 is 
chosen in such a way that at the origin cl>(z) = ln z 

+ O(z). Then 

Qwt z2 ( nz ) n <D(z)=-. -2 -t-ln8t -2 - -ln-2--ln8t'(O). 
Wt Wt Wt 

Using the fact that 

We have 

QwrWt n 
<D ( Wt) = - 2- -ln -2(()

1 
-ln 83 (0) 84 (0). 

By integrating (1.2) we find 

Qwz z2 
<D(w1 -t-z)= --+ Qwtz 

wz 2 

"'' q1n 1 nnz 
- 2 Li cos--+ c. 

n=11- q12n n Wz 

By putting z :o 0 we see that 

Qwt~t n 'V qtn 1 
C=---ln--ln83(0)8,(0)-t-2 Li----. 

2 2Wt n=t 1 - qt2n n 

For the energy we require the integral 

Eo=!~ Re<Dd(Im<D). 
R 

We first find the integral 

Et= Snclf>d(Im<D) 

along the interval (w1 - w2, w1 + w2). We have 

Qffi2w2 2 -
<D (wl + w2£) = - 2-£ + Qw1w2£ 

A simple integration gives the result 

The same quantity gives the integral along the 
side (-w1 + w2, - w1 - w2). The integrals over the 
sides (w1 + w2, -w1 + w2) and (w1 - w2, -w1 - w2) 

differ from the expression for E 1 only by the re
placement w1 .-. w2, w2 .-.-w1. In the end we ob
tain 

00 qn (-it) n n~ 
- .2] 1 - q2n -n- - -2- ln 4j w w I 

n=l 1 2 

00 00 

+ n Re ( .2] qt"' __!_ 'V qn - _!__) (1.3) 
- 1 - ql2n n + Li_ 1 - q2" n . 

n--1 n-1 

It is easy to show by an expansion in power that 
oo n 1 ~ 

~ q = -· ln II ( 1 - q2n-t) . 
n=t 1 - q2n n n=i 

(I. 4) 

Moreover from the various properties of the theta 
function [ 5J , 

~ 1 + q2n-i = (.!i.)'/24 

II 1 + q 2n-i q ' 
n=! 1 1 

(I. 6) 

Inserting (I.4) to (I. 6) in (I. 3) and using the relation 
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we obtain (x + iy = T = wdwi) 

Eo=!!!_ 1 +l-rl2 +!!!_Y (1 +-1_')- nln n 
24 y 12 I 'T 12 21 W!wzl 11' 

- ~ ln2I8/(0iq)8/(0iq1) 1. (I. 7) 

APPENDIX II 

CALCULATION OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM 
OF A UNIT CELL 

The angular momentum is 

MR =ReS z\;o(z)dS. 

If we let z = w111 + w2v then dS = Im(w1 w2)clf.1dv. 
We shall carry out the calculation by means of the 
function 

z 

G(z) = .\ z\;0 (z)dz. 
0 

in terms of which the angular momentum becomes 

Here G±(ll) is the value of G(w111 + w2v) for 
f.1 = ±1. 

(ILl) 

We now determine G(z). From (I.l) we find 

Finally we find 

The real part of (II.3) must not change if we re
place w 1> w2 by w2, - w1. If we add the two expres
sions which differ by this replacement and use 
(I. 4) and the relation 

00 q2n ( -1) n 00 

L 1 - 2n n = - ln IT ( 1 + q2n) 
n=l q n=l 

we find after some straightforward transformation 
that 

(II.4) 

Note added in proof (November 1, 1965). A proof of the 
stability of the triangular lattice has been found and will be 
published shortly. 
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